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Under Armour Lifestyle products will be hit, when the first one is the field of life under paragraph Curry boots. 

Under Armour has been providing the most professional sports equipment known, but the development of Lifestyle product line is
imperative. Not long ago, a full white matching leather upper with Under Armour Curry 1 as the prototype Curry Lux was introduced.
This time, the two pairs of uppers have different height, but all the uppers are made of suede, and the lower version is made of brown
suede. The high version is made of pure red suede, and the seamless vamp is constructed by pressing technology. At the same
time, the bottom part of the two pairs of shoes also keep a uniform color with the shoes. 

such luxury Lux class Lifestyle life products, is bound to make Under Armour appearance rate is getting higher and higher. 

officially opened the Ultra Boost 3 era, the new generation of Pure Boost also finally in the near future, and is bringing 5 colors. In the
earlier exposure for the first time, this pair of shoes is let us very pleasantly surprised, because in it, we see a Yeezy Boost Series
Figure: unique socks design is similar to 350 V2, and 750 similar lacing system. In addition, the split leather heel bracket and the
simple three bar Logo also highlight its special features. It's definitely a pair of styles with excellent color and comfort. It is reported
that these five color matching new Pure Boost will be on sale in February 1st, like friends remember to start preparations. 
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